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ABSTRACT

This study discussed coffee farmers endeavor in competing with big plantation (PTPN XII) “Segitiga Emas Ijen” area, specifically at Sumberweringin, Bondowoso Regency. The strategies were aiming at improving the earning. This study is interesting to research as the strategies are the same as plantation strategies, that is “Cluster Kopi Arabika”. However the methods they apply are different. PTPN XII applies the modern method while the farmers use the traditional one. This study uses “Dualisme Ekonomi” theory applying historical method which is used to research and reconstruct the coffee farmers to survive in competing PTPN XII specifically at Sumberweringin, Bondowoso regency. The “Dualisme Ekonomi” theory is applied to find out why the coffee farmers still live at PTPN XII area in harmony. The work with different agricultural system in which coffee farmers apply traditional method while PTPN XII uses the modern one. This study is conducted based on two different data that are primary data and secondary data. The primary data are collected by having participant observation and interviewing the coffee farmers while secondary data are collected from different documents such as publication, research report, and government reports related to the study conducted.
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